COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY
AWAKENING ... TO CREATIVE POWER

OCT 2013

“A SINGLE EVENT CAN AWAKEN WITHIN US A STRANGER TOTALLY UNKNOWN TO US. TO LIVE IS TO BE SLOWLY BORN.”
- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

“AWAKENING IS NOT A THING. IT IS NOT A GOAL, NOT A CONCEPT. IT IS
NOT SOMETHING TO BE ATTAINED. IT IS A METAMORPHOSIS. IF THE CATERPILLAR THINKS ABOUT THE BUTTERFLY IT IS TO BECOME, SAYING ‘AND
THEN I SHALL HAVE WINGS AND ANTENNAE,’ THERE WILL NEVER BE A
BUTTERFLY. THE CATERPILLAR MUST ACCEPT ITS OWN DISAPPEARANCE
IN ITS TRANSFORMATION. WHEN THE MARVELOUS BUTTERFLY TAKES
WING, NOTHING OF THE CATERPILLAR REMAINS.”
- Alejandro Jodorowsky

“WHEN ONE REALISES ONE IS ASLEEP, AT THAT MOMENT ONE IS ALREADY HALF-AWAKE.”
- P.D. Ouspensky

“IT IS THE SUPREME ART OF THE TEACHER TO AWAKEN JOY IN CREATIVE
EXPRESSION AND KNOWLEDGE.”
- Albert Einstein
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“...TO BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE, RECEIVE AND CHANNEL THE POWER,
WE HAVE TO FIRST BE AWAKE...VERA WHOLE HEALTH, OUR FEATURED
ORGANIZATION IN THIS ISSUE, IS FOUNDED ON A SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL IDEA: TO AWAKEN PEOPLE TO THEIR CREATIVE POWER OF
WELLNESS, THEY SIMPLY LISTEN WITH EMPATHY!”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
A significant aspect of creativity is the power to create our holistic wellbeing. How do we create wellness?
Creativity, often thought of as action, is rather, the allowing of a power to flow through oneself into a physical
expression. While we must do our part of the ‘labor’ in giving form to the expression, the power itself comes from
unknown, mysterious places, and to be able to recognize, receive and channel the power, we have to first be awake.
We have to be conscious. We have to awaken continuously to the larger, limitless landscape of possibility, and harness the power at the right moments. Awakening can happen in so many dimensions, and as our poet in this issue
points out, has so many entry points.
Vera Whole Health, our featured organization in this issue, is founded on a simple but powerful idea: to awaken people to their creative power of wellness, they simply listen with empathy! Contributors from Vera chose to write about
the process of awakening to whole health, to our whole being, and thereby our power to create wellness, replacing the old idea of healthcare as combating sickness. In the feature piece, Valerie Burlingame goes to the heart of
Vera’s practice – using empathy for deep listening without fixing and without presuming to know the right answers,
and allowing for the right questions to emerge, thereby enabling the body’s ability to allow answers to emerge.
And Emergence, it is, in Erin Usher’s beautiful poem. Victoria Boivin speaks of rolling with resistance, allowing the
mentee’s and mentor’s internal resistance to be an indicator precisely to flow with it rather than correct course. Our
young contributor SarahRose Bernhardt sheds light on another form of resistance – judgment – and how stepping
aside from it completely changes the offering. Kristin Costello, a client-turned-employee, poignantly highlights what
all the contributors have also revealed – that working with others’ wellness is really an exercise in working on your
own! And doing so in spiraling cycles of breakdowns and breakthroughs. Business whiz and Vera CEO Ryan Schmid
reveals another poignant insight – that all his business acumen may help him execute, yet true success comes to
him from being present and from genuine listening; all other outcomes are incidental. And our body artists Jaime
Hall and Mary Marmorstone – both incredible teachers and practitioners of wellness – become one with Nature in
their art, reminding us that that’s what we are in whole health and creation: Oneness.
Ultimately, we were delighted to discover that many of Vera’s approaches – empathetic listening, suspension of
value judgment, rolling with resistance, giving into the flow – are as much central to Vera’s approach in creating
whole health, as they are to creating anything else – ideas, art, oneself, one’s life, and our world!
Here’s to your awakening to whole health, to your creative nature!
Shahana.

“BEFORE VERA, I USED TO THINK THAT MY JOB AS A NURSE PRACTITIONER WAS TO HELP OTHERS AND GIVE ADVICE... INSTEAD OF PROVIDING
SPACE AND MINDFULNESS, I PROVIDED MORE ADVICE, MORE MEDICATIONS, AND MORE SOLUTIONS.”

LISTENING TO YOUR RESISTANCE METER
VICTORIA BOIVIN
Victoria is a Family Nurse Practitioner with Vera Whole Health who is lucky enough to gain new
perspectives each day from her patients and colleagues. She feels fortunate to form partnerships
with all those she encounters in her life through work and play. She happily learns something new
each day by listening to other’s stories and experiences. She enjoys spending time with friends and
family, running, biking, and always looks for the next big challenge!
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LISTENING TO YOUR RESISTANCE METER
How many times have we hit the wall or pushed before we finally realized it was futile? How many times have we
given all that we have without anything left for ourselves?
It often seems like an endless cycle of giving and giving. Not only do we give our time, our energy, our effort, and
our mental fortitude, but also we are required to be present each day. The terms “burnout” and “compassion fatigue” may seem simple on the surface, but the underlying themes go deeper than we realize.
Burnout or compassion fatigue often occur to those whose job it is to care for others. “High touch” environments like
health care, ministry, and management lend themselves to creating situations where people work so hard at caring
for others, they lose touch with their own soul. That was how, in an effort to be everything to everyone, I achieved
burnout.
Lack of motivation, feelings of frustration, depression, exhaustion, insomnia, and chronic health effects were part
of my daily (and nightly!) life. My personal story of burnout is cyclic and a developed pattern of behavior over many
years. Work hard, achieve results, push yourself to the limit, burnout, and repeat. I started with some basic assumptions on how to do my work and what it meant to be successful at caring for others. I didn’t set boundaries around
how much I was able to give or even know what I expected of myself. I didn’t perform the initial self-reflection and
assessment of my own needs required to be successful at caring for myself AND caring for others. I become overly
invested with my patients and staff through my caring attitude and need for others to be happy, healthy, and feel
supported.
Not being clear on what was under my control, like my reaction and response, versus what was out of my control,
like someone else’s needs, desires, and willingness to help themselves, caused a discord of personal attachment to
something that was not mine. But I assumed that is what I needed to do to care for others.

“NOT BEING CLEAR ON WHAT WAS UNDER MY CONTROL, LIKE MY REACTION AND RESPONSE, VERSUS WHAT WAS OUT OF MY CONTROL, LIKE
[OTHERS’] NEEDS, DESIRES, AND WILLINGNESS TO HELP THEMSELVES,
CAUSED A DISCORD OF PERSONAL ATTACHMENT TO SOMETHING THAT
WAS NOT MINE. BUT I ASSUMED THAT IS [HOW] TO CARE FOR OTHERS.”

VICTORIA BOIVIN
I had gone into healthcare to become a provider, a nurse practitioner, someone who could help people become
their best self. What I didn’t realize was that to help others, I would have to first help myself. I would need to
look inward, to truly understand that self-care is at the root of supporting others, and then actually PRACTICE
self-care.
The essence of healthcare is to empower individuals and groups, promoting vitality within the challenging environment of the human body. The physical shell that we inhabit is complex and ever-changing. And medicine, is
both science and art. The science is the evidence-based practice we share and promote as quality care. The art
is putting together the evidence-based practice with the individual fragments we call lifestyle, heredity, environment, and mind-body connection.
Health cannot be one without the other. We often push against one piece of the puzzle as hard as we can, until
we notice that something else is now out of place. The push and pull cycle is constant, usually resulting in
imbalance or illness. At the core of this cycle is resistance. If we just push a little harder, maybe we’ll feel better.
If we just pull a little harder, maybe we’ll move into a healthier state.
What if I stopped trying to power through these challenges? What if I finally became mindful of my own ability to
stop fighting the feeling of resistance? “Rolling with resistance” is a term we use in coaching and a tool within
motivational interviewing. I never knew the concept until I took a job at Vera Whole Health. It has shifted the way
I practice and interact with others. The most important thing I do now is ask my patient, “What is important to
you?”
Before Vera, I used to think that my job as a nurse practitioner was to help others and give advice. After all, I
was the expert and had the knowledge of healthcare and coaching. What I was too naive to understand is that I
cannot change others. No matter how hard I push or pull, it is not my change to make. I assumed resistance to
my suggestions meant that people just “didn’t know better” or were not ready. Instead of providing space and
mindfulness, I provided more advice, more medications, and more solutions.
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“ROLLING WITH RESISTANCE MEETS PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE,
UNDERSTANDS DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS, AND RECOGNIZES THAT
THERE IS NO ‘RIGHT’ ANSWER...”

LISTENING TO YOUR RESISTANCE METER
Rolling with resistance meets people where they are, understands different perceptions, and recognizes that there
is no “right” answer. It does not push and it does not pull. It allows us to acknowledge and support each person’s
current state, without judgment or fear.
I am now able to notice my own internal resistance “meter” becoming hot. My temperature rises, I become less able
to truly listen, and even more firm in my stance. I shut off my ability to support the other person. It becomes about
me being right and I am then unable to understand the other perspective. My awakening has been to simply notice.
Instead of powering forward, regardless of what signals I might be receiving, I am now able to notice the reactions
and cues that my body sends me. It does not mean I am able to change my initial reaction, but it does mean I can
change my response. Through simply noticing tightness and strain, the stress within my body, and the internal dialogue in my head, I can hold judgment and just let it be.
Achieving whole health is a process. My whole health awakening occurs each time I feel resistance. The feeling of
resistance is a key indicator that it is time to lean in and find the flow. My natural instinct is to fight the feeling and
push back as hard as I can. But the inner challenge and physical response I feel, force me to look toward a different
path. That path could be a change in mindset, a pause in time, or listening to the underlying current of energy. The
relationships I nurture with patients, friends, and family rely on my ability to hold the other person in positive regard
and the knowledge that they have the self-efficacy to create their own best self.
Understanding that there are infinite paths to whole health is a fundamental link when providing patient-centered
care. As long as I maintain focus on my patients, highlight their strengths, accept who they are, and notice my own
resistance, I can encourage them to see that they have the power to awaken their own whole health. I am honored
to join them as a partner on their journey of life and self-exploration.
My “burnout” stems from taking resistance personally. Once I let go of the personal attachment to “successful”
patient care and shift my perspective, I have the ability to be fully present with each individual navigating the world of
health.

“MY AWAKENING HAS BEEN TO SIMPLY NOTICE...[IT] OCCURS EACH TIME
I FEEL RESISTANCE. THE FEELING OF RESISTANCE IS A KEY INDICATOR
THAT IT IS TIME TO LEAN IN AND FIND THE FLOW.”

“...THE TINGLE OF EMERGING AWARENESS CALLS US
AND WE TOIL
WALLS BOTH NEAR AND FAR BUILD
CONTAINERS SPILLING NEW FRONTIERS...”

EMERGENCE
ERIN USHER

With a background in social work and community outreach Erin entered the world of health and
wellness a decade ago and hasn’t ever looked back. After 8 years on the entrepreneurial frontier, running her whole health studio she was happy to align her efforts with Vera and join forces
with a team of likeminded health and wellness super heroes! Her past role as studio owner,
at Maya and current position as Director of Infrastructure, at Vera, both call on her passion for
creating and supporting environments and systems that allow people to successfully fulfill their
mission to help others transform.
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EMERGENCE
my portal was a modern temple
yellow walls
afternoon light
promises of renewal
a mixture of fate and determination
just one of many
there are many points of entry
some still unseen
varied welcome home signs appearing in dreams and classifieds alike
many doors opening to many handshakes and hallways
natural visionaries and entrepreneurs seeking collaboration and the product of collected energy
landing in the center of an ever changing cauldron of intention and hope
the tingle of emerging awareness calls us
and we toil
walls both near and far build
containers spilling new frontiers
we walk the crunchy miles in units of twenty five hundred lives, twelve hundred square feet
establishing a voice and a path with effort, compassion and just in time gold stars
we separate mush to harvest authenticity
we rally to the call of doing well and good
we love those we serve
we listen
empathetically…
the architecture of this tribe expands
stretching from the ripples of growth
we reach out from within
people step into the river of this vision and cycle with us in the waking up

“I’VE ALWAYS CARED VERY MUCH ABOUT HOW PEOPLE TREAT EACH
OTHER. I WAS ONE OF THOSE “SENSITIVE CHILDREN.” MY PARENTS
FELT LIKE THEY WERE ALWAYS WALKING ON EGG SHELLS OR TRYING TO
DRAW ME OUT OF MY SHELL.”

CAN EMPATHY LEAD TO AWAKENING?
VALERIE BURLINGAME

Valerie is a founder and Chief Visionary Officer (CVO) of Vera Whole Health. As an accomplished
teacher, mentor and coach in the area of health and wellness, Valerie is passionate about cultivating communities where clients and health professionals thrive. With over a decade of experience
owning health and wellness studios and running or supporting not-for-profit theater boards,
Valerie has honed her talent for facilitating culture change in organizations.
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CAN EMPATHY LEAD TO AWAKENING?
I’ve always cared very much about how people treat each other. I was one of those “sensitive children.” My parents felt like they were always walking on egg shells or trying to draw me out of my shell. I think my sensitivity
was rooted in experiencing life as a series of very strong flavors and feeling strong reactions to those flavors. In a
world where we are told “toughen up” or “don’t be such a sap,” children like me often become artists or healers.
I became both.
I found theatre at age ten and yoga eight years later. These two modalities gave me the tools and channels I
needed to safely be empathetic. Yoga and Theatre are two places in society where it is not only socially acceptable to be empathetic; it is part of the job description.
Being an actor helped me understand that empathy is a gift. It enables me to listen and be present with myself
and others in a way that opens me to everyone’s innate wisdom.
Making the Connection
Although my career as an actor and my work as a yoga teacher overlapped for seven years, I compartmentalized
these modalities in my brain. Theatre was externally focused and seemed wholly different than the healing work
I did as a yoga teacher. Then in 2007, my life unexpectedly shifted. My husband’s company was acquired by
Microsoft and we moved across the country, away from the yoga studio and theatre community I had built.
After answering a Craig’s list ad, I met the founding team of Vera Whole Health. These four charismatic individuals invited me to become part of a team focused on esteeming people through empathetic listening, using fitness
as a vehicle. Vera’s approach to whole health challenged me to rethink my assumption that the empathy I used
as an actor was different than the empathy I brought to my students as a yoga teacher. They were one and the
same.

“VERA’S APPROACH TO WHOLE HEALTH CHALLENGED ME TO RETHINK MY ASSUMPTION THAT THE EMPATHY I USED AS AN ACTOR
WAS DIFFERENT THAN THE EMPATHY I BROUGHT TO MY STUDENTS
AS A YOGA TEACHER. THEY WERE ONE AND THE SAME.”

VALERIE BURLINGAME
Bringing Empathy into Health and Wellness
At Vera, we define empathy as a respectful understanding of another person’s feelings, needs and desires. We
believe bringing empathy back into healthcare is a revolutionary act.
Empathy as a skill, and something to train, recently came into its own in the public sphere. President Obama
has spoken widely about America’s Empathy Deficit. Over the last decade, neuroscientists have identified a
10-section “empathy circuit” in the brain and evolutionary biologists have started to step away from the concept
of the human as an essentially self-interested creature to one who is highly dependent on social cooperation
and wired for connection.
Empathy is an everyday practice for us at Vera. We start by hiring practitioners who are already empathetic
and who give stellar patient care. We then remind them (because we all need reminding) through training and
coaching how to mobilize their empathy toward their co-workers as well as their patients.
A chance conversation with a college career counselor a few months ago reminded me how relevant Vera’s
mission is when she said, “When I started career-counseling pre-med students, I was shocked by the amount
of passion and empathy I encountered. To a T, every one of them wanted to make a difference, an impact. It
alarmed me because that is not how I feel when I go see a doctor for a check-up or when I had surgery. What
happened to those people who were so full of love?”
Only Love Leads to Love
Relationships in which we feel seen, heard and valued can wake us up to our full potential. But this truth has
a joyful and a painful side. On the joyful side, this means that through empathy, we have the ability to raise
ourselves and each other up to be champions for awakening. On the painful side, we can get disappointed by
seeing systems around us lacking empathy and failing to deliver the healing and wholeness we so badly desire.
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“FOR THOSE OF US WHO HAVE CHOSEN TO WORK IN HEALTHCARE,
THE RULES OF THE GAME SAY THAT WE NEED TO PERFECT OURSELVES AND OUR BODIES – NOT NOURISH AND LOVE THEM.”

CAN EMPATHY LEAD TO AWAKENING?
For those of us who have chosen to work in healthcare, the rules of the game say that we need to perfect ourselves
and our bodies -- not nourish and love them. They suggest that we are fundamentally flawed, and the way to fix
ourselves is to cut out or hide the parts of ourselves that are bad or ugly.
In the book Women, Food and God, Geneen Roth explains this pervasive attitude:
“For some reason we are truly convinced that if we criticize ourselves, the criticism will lead to change.
If we are harsh, we believe we will end up being kind. If we shame ourselves, we believe we end up lov
ing ourselves. It has never been true, not for a moment, that shame leads to love. Only love leads to love.”
We have clients at Vera who come in with health challenges and what they most want is to get rid of their pain.
Through coaching and empathetic interactions with providers, they cultivate a new way to care for themselves.
This change is possible because our work together values the person who came in to get healthy, in addition to
resolving the symptoms she was trying to cure.
Empathy Leads to Transformation
Truly looking at the whole person with their feelings, needs and wants has us offering a very different type of care
than the typical prescriptive model. When empathy is given in tandem with excellent clinical service, there is a
strong trend toward becoming unstuck, toward opening to potential and toward shedding old habits that keep us
from feeling fully alive.
I’ve been in wellness now for fourteen years and I’ve had a lot of different job titles. The titles don’t matter as
much as the quality of the relationships I build with my clients. If I’m practicing empathy - seeking to understand
the whole person, respecting them for who they are, where they are and really looking to understand their dreams
and motivations - then there is no doubt that we will both awaken and transform as practitioner and client. I’ve
also seen that these are the relationships where lasting change most commonly takes root.

“THE GOOD NEWS IS – I’VE NEVER SEEN A CASE WHERE TURNING
SHAME INTO EMPATHY HASN’T LED TO MORE HEALTH, HEALING
AND WHOLENESS.”

VALERIE BURLINGAME
Cultivating Empathy Starts Here
Questions I Ask Myself:
• What activities give me joy?
• When do I feel most alive?
• What foods energize me?
• What practices help me feel rested and peaceful?
As I ask myself these questions, I note what I am already doing that feels good. I also pay attention to what
I long to have more of in my life. There is also a tendency present (that I see in all my clients as well) to feel
shame and self-criticism for what is undone.
Here’s the rub – fear, facts and force may motivate us in the short term but their power over us is fleeting. Criticism and judgment are painful tools that do work (that is why we use them!), but they have a cost, a huge cost
that leaves us feeling alone, ashamed and unmotivated.
The good news is – I’ve never seen a case where turning shame into empathy hasn’t led to more health, healing and wholeness. It is through respectful understanding that we feel valued and fundamentally feel good
enough. It is through empathy for ourselves and others that we start to respect the complexity of our choices
and struggles. And we are then led to discover innovative solutions, helpful regimes and new habits that guide
us compassionately toward our best selves.
As I look to cultivate more empathy for others and myself, I’m often amused by how normal and routine our
striving is. I see how our own insecurities cause us to lash out at those around us. I’m aware that we all feel
pain differently, and I’m led to find more compassion and empathy for myself.
My wish for us is:
• That we look at one another with sweet curiosity,
• That we see ourselves through lenses of love,
• That we awaken to the joy and pain that is every human’s experience on earth.
• That, in all of this, we learn to celebrate our divine and kindred lives as we seek to honor ourselves and each
other.
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“I’M REALIZING THAT MY WELLNESS IS NOT GOING TO BE A LINEAR
TRAJECTORY INTO EVER-INCREASING AWESOMENESS. IT’S MORE
ORGANIC THAN THAT...MORE OF A SPIRAL, A CYCLICAL LEARNING
AND FORGETTING AND REMEMBERING AND LEARNING SOME MORE...
AS VERA HAS TAUGHT ME, BREAKDOWNS ARE ACTUALLY BREAKTHROUGHS.”

THE NEXT REVOLUTION
KRISTIN COSTELLO

Kristin is a lifelong learner and is having many adventures along the way. She’s been a social
worker, stay at home mom, multimedia producer, project manager, yoga student and now finds
herself in the wonderful company of her friends at Vera, supporting the team as Director of
Operations.

KRISTIN COSTELLO
It was 3:33 AM. I woke up from a dead sleep and found myself in a dark, hot, stuffy hotel room. My tongue was
dry and too big for my mouth. I was hung over from a job I’d recently left, still feeling the relentless stress of
too many overworked hours and habitual self-neglect. My nervous system was jangled, my patience threadbare, my fingers swollen from too much salt at dinner. Even though I was on vacation in Hawaii, I felt physically,
emotionally, spiritually and energetically drained.
As I looked around the dark room, barely making out the sleeping forms of my family, I thought about each of
them in turn. These things became clear to me:
1. I was not healthy. My family was not healthy. Each of us had developed patterns and habits that were harming us.
2. My kids were taking my lead.
3. Things needed to change. I wanted to take responsibility for our wellness and get us moving in a healthy
direction.
4. I had no idea where to start.
I got out of bed, sat at a desk and turned on my computer. The blue light from the monitor illuminated the dark
room as I searched on “family + health + wellness + Seattle”. I didn’t find many resources back home that
focused on holistic wellness, and even fewer for families. I narrowed my search down to three possibilities and
wrote an email to each of them, sending a call out across the ocean in the middle of the night. That was the
beginning of my wellness journey, of listening to my intuition and honoring what was true for me.
In the morning, I woke up to an email from Jamie at Vera Whole Health, inviting me to come in and talk more
about what I was looking for. Back in those days, Vera offered small group fitness, wellness coaching, nutrition
education and teacher training. Sounded just right for me! We made a plan to get together when I would be
back in town.
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“MY NERVOUS SYSTEM WAS JANGLED, MY PATIENCE THREADBARE, MY FINGERS SWOLLEN FROM TOO MUCH SALT AT DINNER...I
WAS NOT HEALTHY...I HAD NO IDEA WHERE TO START.”

THE NEXT REVOLUTION
My first meeting with Jamie kicked off an epic physical, emotional and spiritual transformation. We met weekly
for wellness coaching and I learned more about what it means to listen. I learned about the power of reframing
perspective and the importance of honesty and empathy for myself and for others. I started taking a Vera fitness
class every day and fell completely in love with yoga. I took Vera’s Nutrition in Action class and learned how to
cook healthy and delicious food. I developed a new community of friends that shared these passions and practiced with me. I became so inspired by Vera’s approach to wellness that I signed up for wellness coach and yoga
teacher training, and spent many of my Tuesday nights over the next year in class.
With this foundation, I developed a new experiential sense of what wellness looks and feels like. I understood
that wellness is uniquely personal and is led by listening to what’s genuinely best for each of us, or as Vera calls
it, our “bio-individuality”.
With my family’s health in mind, Vera co-designed a family wellness program with me that actively inspired each
member of my family to make positive changes in their individual wellness, and also uplifted our shared family
culture around lifestyle choices and behaviors.
Since I started going to Vera, I found myself personally placing a much higher priority on taking care of myself,
and enjoying every step of the way. I blocked out time on my calendar every day for self-care through classes
and wellness coaching, and got bummed OUT when I had to skip. I had never felt that way before, so it was really fun to watch that change in myself.
I noticed how much more energy, strength, flexibility, balance and endurance I had with each passing week. I
also started exploring skills like mindfulness, breaking through judgment of myself and others, and active listening. These practices opened up my relationships with the important people in my life.

“I DEVELOPED A NEW EXPERIENTIAL SENSE OF WHAT WELLNESS
LOOKS AND FEELS LIKE... [THAT IT IS] UNIQUELY PERSONAL AND IS
LED BY LISTENING TO WHAT’S GENUINELY BEST FOR EACH OF US,
OR AS VERA CALLS IT, OUR ‘BIO-INDIVIDUALITY.’”

KRISTIN COSTELLO
I’d say that the most powerful gifts that Vera gave me are unconditional support, deep reflection, actual tools to
build my own wellness, encouragement to live my best life and the room to figure out what that means for me.
It’s a dynamic experience that has inspired me to focus more on a lifelong process of wellness instead of some
arbitrary end goal that may or may not stick.
When the opportunity arose to work for Vera Whole Health to launch primary care health and wellness clinics for
employers, I jumped at the chance. Combining Vera’s transformative approach to wellness through esteeming
people and respecting bio-individuality, and applying these practices to health care is truly revolutionary. It’s a
true honor to do this work and to be part of the Vera team. I know from personal experience that these practices really work!
On a personal level, going back to work after my own wellness transformation has also been a profound learning experience. When I took the job with Vera, I assumed that my wellness momentum would automatically
continue. However, as I’m writing this now, I see how I’m choosing old familiar patterns again. I’m choosing
an extra hour of work over an hour of yoga. I’m staying up too late, missing lunch, not drinking enough water,
moving too fast. I’m pushing my own self-care to the bottom of the list. Feels very familiar.
But the big difference this time around is, I am aware of what’s happening. I understand that the way I’m feeling
is a direct result of my choices, tendencies, patterns, conscious and unconscious needs. It’s not Job X or Y or Z.
It’s what I do when I work. I also know that I have all the tools, skills and support I need to prioritize my health
and wellness again. It’s really up to me.
I’m realizing that my wellness is not going to be a linear trajectory into ever-increasing awesomeness. It’s more
organic than that. My own wellness journey is more of a spiral, a cyclical learning and forgetting and remembering and learning some more.
As Vera has taught me, breakdowns are actually breakthroughs. They are an integral part of being human and
each time I have a breakdown, it leads me to a greater and more mature understanding of myself. As I write
this, I move myself with compassion and get ready to seek out more balance between work, home, family and
me. It’s time for me to plan the next revolution of my own wellness wheel.
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“WHEN I WALK THROUGH OUR HALLS AND VIEW SEVERAL OF MY COWORKERS SITTING TOGETHER SHARING SILLY VIDEOS, ASKING ABOUT
THAT THING I DID LAST WEEKEND OR EVEN PRACTICING A HANDSTAND
AGAINST THE WALL... [ I REALIZE THAT] IN OUR WALLS, JUDGMENT
DOESN’T STAND A CHANCE; JUDGING OTHERS OR YOURSELF IS NOT AN
OPTION HERE.”

TRIPLE GRANDE WHITE CHOCOLATE MOCHA WITH WHIP CREAM
SARAHROSE BERNHARDT
SarahRose lives by the motto, “Complete the Mission.” With her B. A. from the University of Washington in Dance and Philosophy, she has been dancing through life since birth. SarahRose has a thirst for
knowledge, a playful outlook on life and a genuine curiosity for the world around her.

SARAHROSE BERNHARDT
Do you ever play that game of envisioning what a person looks like based upon their coffee order? When I hear
“tall drip with room”, I picture someone very driven - no time for frills and fancy things like syrup. A soy chai latte
conjures up a vision of someone down to earth and grounded; they take their time to enjoy every sip. Perhaps
it is just a Seattle thing...or maybe a me thing, either way I am always curious about the thoughts that pass
through people’s minds in the crowded waiting area at Starbucks.
As a young female in the healthcare world, I often felt that I was quickly judged based upon my appearance.
Imagine walking into conference rooms surrounded by seasoned veterans, and instantly feeling perceived as
“young and weak.” It could be my bedazzling skull knuckle ring (picture brass knuckles…but SKULLS!), my
Alexander McQueen skull scarf, bright red lipstick and killer six-inch heels.
Rather than allowing the perception of weakness to infiltrate me, I used it instead to fuel my passion for health
and wellness, and genuine connections. And it was fascinating to see judgment quickly melt away once the veil
of assumption was lifted. My all-time favorite song played in my head before these meetings (picture a scene out
of Rocky - with “Eye of the Tiger” playing in the background), “Get Fly” by Atmosphere.
My unofficial autobio
Will be accompanied with tips on how to smile
‘cause I’ve found that when they don’t see you frown
They never know that you’re a threat
And they don’t sweat you when you came around
So who’s going to be my next door savior?
Step up to your neighbor, and do me a favor
Take off the mask, let it all collapse
Empty the pack and watch your wings grow back
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“RATHER THAN ALLOWING THE PERCEPTION OF WEAKNESS TO INFILTRATE ME, I USED IT INSTEAD TO FUEL MY PASSION FOR HEALTH
AND WELLNESS, AND GENUINE CONNECTIONS. AND IT WAS FASCINATING TO SEE JUDGMENT QUICKLY MELT AWAY...”

TRIPLE GRANDE WHITE CHOCOLATE MOCHA...
Things are different at Vera. Walking into our Headquarters, all judgments disappear. I am thankful for a work environment that still feels more like a Yoga Studio rather than a “Corporate Headquarters.” Our company’s beginnings
in Boutique health and wellness are evident in how we interact with each other, and how we use our space. Even
though our studios closed in early 2013, we continue to maintain the vibe of a Yoga Studio - warm, inviting and full
of energy.
I am constantly reminded of how unique our company culture is when I walk through our halls and view several of
my coworkers sitting together sharing silly videos, asking about that thing I did last weekend or even practicing a
handstand against the wall. In our walls, judgment doesn’t stand a chance; judging others or yourself is not an option
here.
Entering this environment and helping to maintain and support this type of work environment as Vera expands, is
part of my personal whole health awakening. The task of explaining “awakening whole health” is a challenge. I mean,
how do you explain something that seems so natural to you? After stewing over how to put this experience and way
of life into words, and several gray hairs later I arrived at this: Awakening whole health is like the trans-theoretical
model of change, it is a never-ending process.
Did I mention I have a Philosophy degree? Anyway.
On our journey toward whole health, there are periods of time spent learning and experimenting (pre-contemplation/
contemplation and preparation stages), experiencing (action stage) and maintaining (maintenance stage). This process repeats and overlaps, like a spiral, and each cycle grows upon the previous.
My green smoothie experience is a great example. I learned about how fantastically amazing green smoothies are
for your health through my first Vera University certification, Yoga and Personal Training, about two years ago. At the
time, I was a super picky eater; I often referred to myself as “The world’s worst vegetarian.”

“THE TASK OF EXPLAINING ‘AWAKENING WHOLE HEALTH’ IS A CHALLENGE...AWAKENING WHOLE HEALTH IS LIKE THE TRANS-THEORETICAL MODEL OF CHANGE, IT IS A NEVER-ENDING PROCESS.”

SARAHROSE BERNHARDT
A majority of vegetables terrified me; I was scared of foods with texture, and was addicted to sugar. When I was
given a handout about clean eating, including various recipes for a “delicious” green smoothie, I entered precontemplation. I had no idea green smoothies even existed before.
Let’s be real – a green smoothie does not taste delicious initially. I contemplated trying a green smoothie, and was
still in contemplation when I tried my first experimental smoothie. It tasted like grass + dirt + sweat. Gross. After
acknowledging that greens are good for me, I mentally prepared myself and jumped back into making them, and
started looking up different variations.
In the action phase I tried several different recipes, adding other ingredients to make them my own. I finally arrived
at a pretty awesome rendition of a green smoothie that actually tastes pretty good!
I am now in maintenance and try to make one at least five times a week, and have noticed a huge difference in how
I feel with this addition to my diet. I have recently been increasing my vegetable vocabulary (sounds fancy right?),
and assume that I will be starting this process over as I introduce different leafy greens to my current recipe.
This cycle restarts, and I continue on drinking a garden. This process of awakening happens constantly, and can
be seen in different aspects of everyday life. I may be experiencing contemplation in one area, for example, what
will I make for dinner, while maintenance is occurring in another – my addiction to wearing fake eyelashes. By
acknowledging that everything is a process, I am more accepting of my thoughts, actions and growth.
A few other aspects of whole health that I have learned along the way:
• Be curious: I never lose my sense of awe. With genuine curiosity, I approach everyday interactions with a sense
of eagerness. This makes elevators a lot more entertaining.
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“...THERE ARE PERIODS OF TIME SPENT LEARNING AND EXPERIMENTING...EXPERIENCING...AND MAINTAINING...THIS PROCESS
REPEATS AND OVERLAPS, LIKE A SPIRAL, AND EACH CYCLE GROWS
UPON THE PREVIOUS.”

TRIPLE GRANDE WHITE CHOCOLATE MOCHA...
• Practice unconditional positive regard: I assume that everyone is doing their best. Always. And this has made it so
much easier for me to remove any judgments I might have.
• Listen: One of the most valuable skills that I have learned, and continue to improve upon is listening, really listening.
I used to think I was a great listener, and then I took our very own Wellness Coach Certification. Boy, did that throw me
back a few stages of change. It is such a gift to truly listen to someone when they need it, and to hold the space for
them to be heard.
• Be you: One of my favorite Yoga teachers frequently begins class with the following:
		
You have nowhere to be but here,
		
You have nothing to do but this,
		
You have no one to be except you.
It makes life more enjoyable when you can let your flag fly high, especially when it is pink, sparkly and covered in skulls.

THE BODY IS A WORK OF ART - 1
JAIME HALL

Jamie is a certified wellness coach, yoga teacher and holds a Masters in Dance in Higher Education. Her passion and great talent is facilitating creative and inspiring learning environments
for individuals and groups of all sizes. At Vera she works as a wellness consultant, coach and
lead instructor. She co-creates and teaches all of Vera University’s certification courses -- the
Wellness Coach Certification, Yoga and Personal Trainer Certification and Vera’s own Nutrition
in Action series. When not working, Jamie is practicing her own wellness journey, awakening to
her highest potential, and taking her sweet little dog Lila out into the woods to chase squirrels.
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Every breath, every heartbeat, every movement of my body, is a creative expression of my spirit at play.
Allowing this to awaken within me is my purpose. Sharing this liberation with others is my passion.

THE BODY IS A WORK OF ART - 2
MARY MARMORSTONE
Mary is a self-proclaimed Wellness Warrior. She lives her passion as a Yogini, Health Fitness
Specialist and Wellness Coach in Seattle, WA. She is inspired by the natural beauty of the
Pacific Northwest, and spends her free time hiking, biking, climbing and skiing in the mountains.
Her creative passions are fulfilled by offering Yoga and Rock Climbing Retreats in the North
Cascades, where she empowers women to face their fears and challenges through the practice
of mindfulness.
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Natarajasana on a frozen January day in Rocky Mountain National Park

“I EXPERIENCED THAT MOST PEOPLE THAT PURCHASED PERSONAL
TRAINING WERE FAR MORE INTERESTED IN HAVING SOMEONE TO
TALK TO THAN THEY WERE ABOUT WORKING OUT...I ALSO SAW HOW
RARE EMPATHETIC LISTENING IS IN THE WORLD AND I WONDERED IF
ONE COULD BUILD AN ENTIRE BUSINESS AROUND THIS VERY SIMPLE
CONCEPT THAT IS EXCRUCIATINGLY DIFFICULT TO EXECUTE.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
RYAN SCHMID
Ryan is the co-founder, President and CEO of Vera Whole Health. He is also co-founder and Chairman
of the Board for Hope Central Pediatric and Behavior Health Clinic, and co-founder of Rainier Health
and Fitness, a nonprofit health and fitness center. Ryan’s business degree focused on Entrepreneurship and Management, and he was a Rhodes Scholar state finalist. With several honors and awards
under his belt, most recently, Ryan was the 2013 winner of the Puget Sound Business Journal’s 40
under 40 award.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH
Shirin – Hi Ryan, Congratulations on your selection as one of the 2013 40 Under 40 Honorees by the Puget Sound
Business Journal! Take us back to the beginning and tell us about how you first came up with the idea of Vera and
how things have evolved since.
Ryan – – I’m not sure how ideas start. I can tell you that I learned a tremendous amount through co-founding Rainier Health and Fitness, a non-profit health and fitness center. I saw the power of community as it relates to health. I
experienced that most people that purchased personal training were far more interested in having someone to talk to
than they were about working out.
I also saw how rare empathetic listening is in the world and I wondered if one could build an entire business around
this very simple concept that is excruciatingly difficult to execute. Regardless, three other people and myself took
our original vision for wellness studios designed for women, wrote a business plan which won the Seattle University
Business Plan Competition, and were able to raise capital to launch in March 2008.
Things changed very quickly for us with the collapse of the economy. We had to change, quickly, or die. We focused
on wellness coaching and corporate wellness. And, over the following few years gradually became who we are now,
a provider of employer funded worksite primary care clinics with a huge emphasis on behavior change. I like to say
that who we are has not changed one bit, but our delivery model has changed dramatically. It’s much better now.
Shirin – At the core of Vera’s philosophy is the belief that behavior change is the only sustainable way to help people
live healthier. Can you elaborate a bit on that?
Ryan – 75% of all health care spending is for preventable conditions. The way we prevent most conditions is
through behavior change. If we want to help society become more healthy, we cannot do it through medication and
medical treatment alone. That is a sick care approach. We have to start by addressing the root cause, which is usually behavioral.

“THE WAY WE PREVENT MOST CONDITIONS IS THROUGH BEHAVIOR
CHANGE. IF WE WANT TO HELP SOCIETY BECOME MORE HEALTHY,
WE CANNOT DO IT THROUGH MEDICATION AND MEDICAL TREATMENT ALONE.”

RYAN SCHMID
Shirin – Vera’s vision also mentions esteeming people through empathetic listening. What do you see as the role
of listening?
Ryan – We are a service business. We cannot serve our clients, vendors, even co-workers until we know what
they need, which, of course, we cannot know unless we listen to them. Empathetic listening is different than just
hearing the words someone says. Empathetic listening is often more about hearing what isn’t said. It is really
coming into alignment with what the speaker is feeling, even when they may not be aware of it. That is the kind
of listening we’re talking about.
Shirin – Keeping behavior change in mind and being more aware and mindful about this, have you personally
seen changes in any of your own behaviors during your Vera journey?
Ryan – Yes, I am personally a much more empathetic listener and mindful person. Another way of saying mindful is present. I ask more questions. I am more aware of other’s feelings. I make better decisions because I
have so much more information now that I’m listening to the 90% of communication that isn’t spoken.
Also, ‘success’ is totally different to me. I now define success as being present and learning from every situation, rather than achieving a particular goal. Granted, I still want to achieve goals that I set for myself and Vera,
but I have a far greater appreciation for how much of that is out of my control. Control is an illusion. I used to
say that. Now I believe it.
Shirin – Can you tell us a bit about Vera University and how you see coaching as being part of Vera’s model?
Ryan – We created Vera U because we could not hire people that had all of the skills that we needed. Specifically, wellness coaches seemed to have the technical understanding of coaching but lacked the emotional intelligence to go with it.
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“...I NOW DEFINE SUCCESS AS BEING PRESENT AND LEARNING
FROM EVERY SITUATION, RATHER THAN ACHIEVING A PARTICULAR
GOAL...CONTROL IS AN ILLUSION. I USED TO SAY THAT. NOW I BELIEVE IT.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
Coaching is central to everything we do. Coaching is more than helping people change behaviors, it is a way of
being. To be a good coach, one must be mindful. Mindfulness leads to better listening, greater outcomes, more
effective decision making.
And, all Vera patients have the opportunity to receive coaching because we believe it is the best way for folks to
change unhealthy behaviors or maintain healthy behaviors.
Shirin – How do you feel about the team you have at Vera now? Have you had any clients who go through some of
your trainings who have chosen to now work at Vera?
Ryan – Our team is like family to me. I look forward to going to work every day and a lot of that has to do with the
people that I have the honor of working with. I tend to get the recognition for Vera’s success because of my title.
This is very unfortunate because the quality of person that works at Vera staggers me. I’d follow every single person
on our team. They are all leaders and I learn from them every single day. Frankly, one of my main responsibilities is
to hire people that are smarter and better than me. I think in this, at least, I’ve been pretty successful.
We do not have specific individuals that have gone through Vera University that are now clients, but many of our
clients ask to go through Vera University. I consider this a huge honor and sign of success as we have not marketed
Vera University at all.
Shirin – Two of your current clients, Seattle Children’s Hospital and Nikkei Concerns include caregivers in their
workforce. What has the experience been like, to take care of those whose job it is to take care of others and awaken
them to their own self-care?
Ryan – Serving employees at Seattle Children’s Hospital and Nikkei Concerns is a real honor and privilege. We like
to think that in some way we are making an impact on their patients by helping the care givers themselves.
Shirin – Thank you so much for your time Ryan! And good luck with all the wonderful things that are in store for
Vera Whole Health!

“COACHING IS MORE THAN HELPING PEOPLE CHANGE BEHAVIORS, IT
IS A WAY OF BEING. TO BE A GOOD COACH, ONE MUST BE MINDFUL.
MINDFULNESS LEADS TO BETTER LISTENING...”
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